In the absence of a death certificate, can your agency provide us with their detailed attempts to obtain this information from Kingdom Vision?

Thanks,
Jeff
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From: "Ladenson, Jeffrey L" <ladensonjl@state.gov>
To: [ ]
Cc: "Addis, Adoption" <ConsAdoptionAddis@state.gov>
Sent: Mon, April 25, 2011 1:14:44 AM
Subject: RE: Our pending adoption

Thank you for your email. I am sorry that you have experienced one delay after another in your case. I can confirm that your agency submitted documents to the U.S. Embassy on February 3, 2011, and that we emailed your agency on February 14, 2011 to inform them that we needed the following information.

1. Complete child's life history to including the name of the person that prepared the document, and a list of the relatives.
2. The correct spelling of the grandmother's name on kebele documents. Some forms indicate her names is [__________], while others indicate her name is [__________]
3. Explanation why did the uncle relinquish the child in First Instance Court and not grandmother. Court document giving the legal custody to the uncle.
4. Explanation on why there are to Death Certificates issued by two different authorities that provide contradicting information.

Given your explanation in the email below, a death certificate for the grandmother would be sufficient to explain why the uncle relinquished in court despite the grandmother's role throughout the process. Can this be obtained?
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From: [ ]
Sent: Saturday, April 23, 2011 9:23 PM
To: Ladenson, Jeffrey L.
Subject: Our pending adoption
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